A New Crescent-shaped Spindle for Drug Dissolution Testing—But Why a New Spindle?
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A
essment of drug dissolution from solid oral dosage forms such as tablets and capsules is an established practice, and an integral part of pharmaceutical product development and quality evaluation. The rationale for conducting such a test is based on the fact that for a drug to be absorbed from gastrointestinal (GI) tract to systemic circulation, it must be released from the product and dissolved in aqueous based GI tract fluid. In general, without dissolution in aqueous based medium, absorption of the drug in the body may not occur, resulting in lack of anticipated therapeutic effects. Thus drug and drug product dissolution characteristics may directly be related to efficacy of a pharmaceutical product.

Considering its critical importance and extensive use, the testing aspect for measuring dissolution is surprisingly simple in concept and practice. In fact, drug dissolution measurement may be considered as a specific form of solubility measurement. However a critical difference between solubility determination and dissolution testing is that solubility is measured once the solution becomes saturated, a single point answer, but dissolution is measured at single and/or multiple times and usually below saturation. Commonly, solubilities are determined in pure solvents (aqueous solution or organic) at room temperature (~20°C) in a beaker or Erlenmeyer flask with a magnetic stirrer. Drug dissolution is measured at 37°C in water or aqueous based buffers (pH range of 1 to 7) in round bottom containers with special stirrers known as Paddle and Basket [1]. A schematic representation of dissolution vessels and stirrers is shown in Figure 1. Generally known as dissolution apparatuses, they are commercially available with accessories to conduct testing under precisely controlled mechanical and operational parameters.

Generally, drug dissolution tests are conducted using Paddle or Basket apparatuses containing 900 mL of medium, with spindle rotation speeds between 50 and 150 rpm, most often 50 or 100 rpm. The choice of spindle type and rpm appears to be based on traditional use rather than from scientific rationale. The tests are conducted for various durations from 15 minutes to 24 hours, with frequent sampling, depending on the nature of products. The results are reported as cumulated percent drug dissolved in appropriate times, e.g., 75% Q in 45 minutes.

Based on experimental details and observations during the product development phase, the test, or a simpler version of the test, becomes a quality control tool to ascertain lot-to-lot consistency of drug release. Up to this stage there are generally no issues in explaining the need for dissolution testing, conducting it and reporting the results. This is where simplicity of the drug dissolution testing ends.

The main difficulty and complexity in dissolution testing is not in conducting the experiments, but obtaining reproducible results and interpreting and relating the results to product attributes and their biological response (e.g. bioavailability of drug), commonly referred to as in vitro/in vivo correlation (IVIVC). This is where no, or limited, successes have been achieved.

Unfortunately, this issue has been with us since the early days, with the hope that if enough controls and strict guidance for conducting dissolution studies are established, these shortcomings will either be eliminated or at least be controlled.
Therefore, there are an extended number of controls suggested for mechanical specifications [2], deaeration of dissolution media [3] and others [4-5]. There are an impressive number of guidances from US FDA concerning how to conduct relevant dissolution studies [6-10]. However, apparently, we are still struggling with the issues such as whether the dissolution technique is a reproducible technique [11-16] that can produce dissolution data which are relevant to pharmaceutical attributes [17-18] and in turn to biological endpoints [19-20].

The lack of this resolution appears to be due to the fact that there have never been systematic attempts made to evaluate the robustness of the technique and its operational relevance to the physiological environment for which it is utilized. This may be the cause of the lack of success of the apparently sound concept of dissolution testing.

In our laboratory, we became aware of the issue when as a regulatory organization, we tried to set reproducibility standards for dissolution testing between 5 to 10% CV (coefficient of variation) based on USP Calibrator Tablets testing. Unfortunately by analyzing the archival dissolution results of Calibrator Tablets, obtained from Canadian pharmaceutical manufacturers, it became apparent that drug dissolution testing is a highly variable technique. Therefore, setting standards with 5 to 10% CV may not be possible [16]. Conclusions drawn from the report suffered a drawback that data received and analyzed was archival and tests were conducted at different times and in somewhat uncontrolled or non-standardized experimental conditions such as choice of deaeration methods. Therefore, it was decided to conduct a study following a common and standard protocol. As a participant of multi-laboratory studies for the assessment of quality of drug products, a study was conducted under the direction of Laboratory and Medicinal Control (LMC) Section of International Pharmaceutical Federation (FIP) with the participation of 33 laboratories from 30 countries. The study confirmed the earlier published observations that dissolution testing is indeed a highly variable technique and in some cases one can expect variability of 37% CV [18]. Later, USP also conducted evaluation of dissolution results of Calibrator Tablets similar to our earlier study (with archival data) and confirmed our findings that one can find a CV of 38% from a perfectly acceptable apparatus [21].

Before seeking a solution to address the issue of high variability of results, we focused our attention towards determining what might be the potential cause of the problem. There were reports in the literature indicating that irregularities in round-bottom shaped vessels (although still remaining within specified tolerances), positioning of tablets and accumulation of the disintegrating material at the bottom of the vessel, all may cause variation in results [22-23].

Considering these observations as potential problem sources, we focused our attention on the aspect of the hydrodynamics within the dissolution vessel. It was speculated that if one would assume laminar flow in the dissolution vessel then that would result in highly variable flow in the curved portion of the vessel. The particular significance of this effect will be at the bottom of the vessel. Thus variable interaction between product and medium should produce highly variable results. To simulate this effect of variable hydrodynamics, a metal strip based procedure was proposed. The idea behind the metal strip concept was that, not only will it simulate variation in vessel dimensions, within accepted tolerances, but it will also push the positioning of the tablets off-center and enhance spread of the disintegrated material. This will force product into a more stirred area, resulting in significantly higher results than in vessels without the metal-strip. Indeed the results were very different with, or without, the metal strip; thus confirming our hypothesis that variable hydrodynamics exist in the dissolution vessel and can result in highly variable results [24].

Recently this hypothesis of variable hydrodynamics and its potential effect on product dissolution appears to be confirmed based on a computer simulated model of hydrodynamics in the dissolution vessels [14-15]. Therefore, it appears that by the nature of variable hydrodynamics in the vessel, one has to expect highly variable dissolution results. It is just an artifact of the technique. Furthermore, laminar flow patterns and accumulation of disintegrated material at the bottom of the vessel (cone formation) provide a stirring environment, which would not be in line with the stirring and mixing of the GI tract. GI tract physiology provides turbulent flow and forces the product to move and spread. Therefore, it would be safe to conclude that since the hydrodynamics and product-medium interaction are significantly different, results from in vitro dissolution testing should not be expected to correspond to in vivo results. This observation may explain, in part, the general lack of successful in vivo relationships. This view appears to support the observation of Repta [20], with regard to in vitro-in vivo studies that were conducted at the University of Maryland in collaboration with US FDA [e.g., see 25] that in spite of developing numerous products with various dissolution characteristics, no corresponding differences in vivo results could be observed.

Furthermore, it was also speculated that due to accumulation of disintegrated products at the centre, the Paddle spindle may inaccurately characterize the in vitro dissolution characteristic of the product i.e. a fast release product will appear as slow-release.
Thus, until and unless hydrodynamics in dissolution vessels can be improved and/or become better related to that of the GI tract, conducting useful and relevant dissolution studies will not be possible. With these observations in mind, it was hypothesized that a modified spindle may help in addressing the artifact of the Paddle spindle by providing an improved mixing and stirring environment in the vessel.

After trying several different variants, a design that appears to fulfill the requirements was found. A schematic and a photographic representation of the proposed spindle are shown in Figure 2. The spindle has a curved shape corresponding to the bottom of the vessel. The metallic coil part does not touch the surface of the vessel. The gap between the metal part and bottom of the vessel is filled with filaments. Unlike the gap between the vessel and the spindle for the USP Paddle Apparatus, the crescent-shaped spindle does not have such a gap. The filament ends touch the surface of the vessel and rake through the material, or move the product if not disintegrated, at the bottom of the vessel. The applicability and usefulness of this spindle in comparison with the USP Paddle has been established by testing a number of products including amoxicillin capsules, ASA bolus and multi-vendor carbamazepine tablet products. The results obtained reflect significant improvements over those obtained with the Paddle spindle, i.e. relevancy to product attributes and physiological behavior [26].

It is to be noted that most problems described here are related to the round bottom shape of the vessel. Although not tested, similar hydrodynamics problems would be expected with the Basket spindle and could perhaps even be exaggerated due to added variances resulting from the movement of the product within the Basket and variable expression of disintegrated particles from the Basket. In addition, the USP Paddle and Basket Apparatus that provide minimal turbulence within the vessel resulting in stagnation of material, thus may show sensitivity to vibration effect, as commonly speculated. This potential sensitivity to vibration is a weakness of the current apparatus that may lead to high variability and unpredictability (failures) in results. The crescent-shaped apparatus does not allow stagnation of the material, thus is expected to be free from potential vibration effects, providing a more rugged and stable environment for dissolution testing.

Further studies are in progress to support the general applicability of the new spindle in place of the USP Paddle (and possibly the Basket spindle) for improved drug dissolution testing. An interesting and useful application of the crescent-shaped spindle is described here using USP Prednisone Calibrator and diltiazem tablets as test products.

Results from experimental studies are provided to describe how poor and variable hydrodynamics with the Paddle spindle can provide potentially inaccurate dissolution characteristics of products and how the proposed new spindle may provide improved dissolution results to accurately reflect product characteristics.

In these experiments, dissolution characteristics were determined for two different types of conventional (immediate-) release tablet products, i.e. 10 mg Prednisone Calibrator and 60 mg diltiazem. Based on the information described in the literature, the drug release characteristics of these products may be described as follows. USP Prednisone Calibrator Tablets - fast disintegrating tablet resulting in dense particulate material, which settles at the bottom of the vessel during drug dissolution testing. It is a fast drug release product, but using Paddle apparatus, due to the accumulation of disintegrated material at the bottom of the vessel, would appear to show slower drug release [27]. Diltiazem Tablets - a conventional (immediate-) release product but expected to have a slow dissolution with two point tolerances at 30 minutes and 3 hours [28]. Further, based on observations during experiments, it was noted that tablets did not disintegrate for most of the testing (up to about 2 hr). After that time, tablets disintegrated into smaller particles, which settled at the bottom of the vessel.

Mean (n=6) percent drug release profiles using the Paddle and crescent-shaped spindle are compared in Figures 3 (prednisone product) and 4 (diltiazem product). The tests were conducted at 50 and 75 rpm using the Paddle spindle for Prednisone and diltiazem tablets, respectively. However, 25 rpm was used for the crescent-shaped spindles for both products. With both spindles, water, 500 mL for Prednisone and 900 mL for diltiazem, was used as the dissolution medium. The quantitation was achieved...
using an online UV diode array spectrophotometer, set at 242 nm for Prednisone and 240 nm for diltiazem.

Drug dissolution characteristics of Prednisone Tablets show significant differences using the two types of spindles. The reason is that when using the Paddle spindle, after disintegration, the disintegrate settles at the bottom centre of the vessel, thus providing limited interaction (dissolution). On the other hand, using the crescent-shaped spindle, with better stirring and mixing and avoiding cone formation, provides improved product-medium interaction. This results in higher dissolution and a more appropriate reflection of a fast-dissolving drug product. The dissolution behavior of this product using the spindles is shown in Figure 5. The lack of product-medium interaction using the Paddle spindle and the improved interaction with the crescent-shaped spindle are evident from the pictures. Therefore, the drug release characteristics were spindle dependent. Obviously, the Paddle spindle would not be the choice as an appropriate spindle for this or similar products, as it appears to inaccurately characterize the fast-release product as a slow release.

On the other hand, drug dissolution differences for diltiazem tablets, using the two spindles, were relatively less dramatic. In this case, the tablets did not disintegrate, thus in both cases surface area remained more or less the same. The differences in dissolution results appears to be because, with the Paddle spindle, tablets remain stationary at various positions in the vessels, while with the crescent-shaped spindle they moved with the spindle. In the case of the Paddle, the tablet surface touching the vessel offers no or limited interaction with medium [29] compared with
the crescent-shaped spindle where tablets were in motion and provide dissolution from all surfaces resulting in higher results. Therefore, testing with the Paddle spindle resulted in slower dissolution than is the true release capability of the product. Thus, for at least two different reasons, dissolution testing using the Paddle spindle is expected to provide slower results for both types of products (disintegrating and non-disintegrating) failing to accurately reflect the product release capabilities.

An even more significant observation from this study is that dissolution of diltiazem tablets vs. Calibrator Tablets with the Paddle, using suggested experimental conditions, results in an inaccurate comparison i.e. slower release diltiazem appears faster than the Prednisone Tablets. However, in reality the drug release characteristics of these products are the opposite. This discrepancy is due to the variable hydrodynamics and poor stirring environment in the vessel using the Paddle spindle. The crescent-shaped spindle, with a better stirring and mixing environment, provides a truer reflection of these product dissolution characteristics.

In conclusion, due to variable hydrodynamics and poor mixing and stirring characteristics, the Paddle spindle may provide valuable results and an inaccurate reflection of product release characteristics (some fast dissolving products will appear to be slow release). Further, testing with the Paddle spindle is unlikely to provide bio-relevant results, due to the different mixing environment of the GI tract. These artifacts, resulting from the Paddle-vessel interaction, may be alleviated by modifying the spindle to provide improved hydrodynamics, resulting in improved product characterization. The crescent-shaped spindle appears to fulfill this need by addressing the artifacts of the Paddle and providing improved dissolution testing and product characterization.
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